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ABSTRACT

When medical caregivers transfer patients to another person’s care

(a patient handoff), it is essential they effectively communicate the

patient’s condition to ensure the best possible health outcomes.

Emergency situations caused by mass casualty events (e.g., natural

disasters) introduce additional difficulties to handoff procedures

such as environmental noise. We created a projected mixed reality

simulation of a handoff scenario involving a medical evacuation by

air and tested how low, medium, and high levels of helicopter noise

affected participants’ handoff experience, handoff performance,

and behaviors. Through a human-subjects experimental design

study (𝑁 = 21), we found that the addition of noise increased

participants’ subjective stress and task load, decreased their self-

assessed and actual performance, and caused participants to speak

louder. Participants also stood closer to the virtual human sending

the handoff information when listening to the handoff than they

stood to the receiver when relaying the handoff information. We

discuss implications for the design of handoff training simulations

and avenues for future handoff communication research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the course of injury to treatment to discharge, medical patients

are often transferred between caregivers. This transfer of care is

known as a patient handoff. Handoffs are crucial in medical care be-

cause the miscommunication of injuries, symptoms, or treatments

can lead to serious consequences for the patient, including death. In

fact, up to 80% of serious medical errors may be attributed to hand-

off errors [30]. Because of the increased environmental distractors

and stressors, handoff communication during emergency situations

or mass casualty events (e.g., a natural disaster) where people ex-

perience critical medical conditions requiring multiple levels of

care and providers are of particular interest. Because these critical

situations are rare and carry high stakes, opportunities to train in

real natural settings are limited. Therefore, simulating scenarios of

patient handoffs in critical settings is valuable for training purposes.

In addition, patient handoffs, especially during emergencies, can be

detrimentally affected (or rendered ineffective) by environmental

factors such as noise or other distractions. Environmental noise

during handoffs can be distracting, or otherwise negatively affect

the quantity and quality of patient information being conveyed,

which can negatively affect the patient’s health and safety [31].

To build on related research on mixed reality (MR) simulations of

patient handoff scenarios [16, 32, 37], we created a projection-based

MR simulation of an emergency patient handoff situation, and in-

vestigated how its realism, including environmental noise, affected

participants’ experiences, behaviors, and handoff performance. In

the simulation, a virtual human (the Sender) communicated in-

formation about a patient to an experiment participant, who then

relayed the handoff information to a different virtual human (the

Receiver). The simulation virtual environment included a heli-

copter to suggest that the handoff is occurring as part of a medical

evacuation by air.

With this simulation scenario, we arrived at the following re-

search questions:

RQ1 How does simulated noise level affect participants’ experi-

ence of the handoff?

RQ2 How does simulated noise level affect participants’ handoff

performance?

RQ3 How does simulated noise level affect participants’ behavior?

To examine these research questions, we conducted a human-

subjects experimental study (𝑁 = 21) that tested three levels of

environmental noise (low, medium, and high) and their effects on
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handoff communication. The virtual environment was equipped to

simulate these levels as helicopter noise, and they were carefully

calibrated to ecologically useful decibel levels using a sound level

meter. Additionally, we recorded an expert handoff participant send-

ing the prepared handoff scenarios at each noise level and calibrated

the simulated Sender’s audio volume to match his real-world vol-

ume. We measured participants’ experiences through subjective

questionnaires and their performance through a validated handoff

assessment tool. To measure their behavior, we tracked their move-

ments in the simulation and recorded their handoff speech audio,

which we then respectively analyzed to understand participants’

proximity to the virtual humans and speech loudness. We found

that the addition of noise increased participants’ subjective stress

and task load, decreased their self-assessed and actual performance,

and changed their proxemics and speech behavior. Specifically,

participants both stood closer to the Sender when receiving the

handoff compared to the Receiver when giving the handoff, and

they moved closer to the Sender over the course of receiving the

handoff than they moved toward the Receiver. Additionally, par-

ticipants spoke louder with louder environment noise. Apart from

participants’ speech loudness, we did not find any significant differ-

ences between the medium and high noise levels, suggesting that

the volume of the noise does not affect the participant’s training

experience as much as the presence of competing audio signals.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we first define patient handoff and the different

approaches used for its standardization and present the value of

exploring novel technologies such as mixed reality simulation as

an effective and flexible mechanism for training healthcare profes-

sionals on patient handoffs.

2.1 Patient Handoffs

Across disciplines and professions, a handoff is characterized as

the communication task to transfer vital information from one per-

son or group to another, with the goal to preserve the information

completely and accurately [19]. For instance, among healthcare

providers, patient handoffs are routinely performed to ensure that

vital health information about the patient is preserved even if the

patient is moved from one location to another or a shift change

occurs in a hospital or clinic [22]. Patient handoffs generally involve

three core roles: the Sender is the person who has had custody

of the patient and needs to convey relevant information about the

patient to the receiver; the Receiver is the person who is now

assuming custody of the patient and needs to gather relevant infor-

mation about the patient from the Sender; and the patient is the
person being transferred from the Sender to the Receiver. When

people communicate, they use grounding, which is a coordination

process that establishes a shared set of knowledge, beliefs, and as-

sumptions [7]. In a patient handoff, the Receiver often establishes

a common ground with the Sender by reading back the patient

information after the Sender has finished speaking.

Poor communication in such settings can increase the risk for

patients [20], which emphasizes the importance for students in

healthcare domains to learn and train how to communicate patient

information accurately, clearly, and concisely, independently of

social or environmental distractors or stressors. Handoffs in emer-

gency settings present particular challenges to communication be-

cause patients are often transferred between different care providers

and to different physical locations, which makes the handoff the

only opportunity for caregivers to share information [4, 34, 40].

While recent advances in this field supported the systemization and

standardization of handoffswith protocols like IBID [17], SBAR [28],

MIST [33], or I-PASS [36], poor communication is still prevalent

across a wide range of contexts from nurses caring for inpatients

in hospital settings to first responders and combat casualty care

providers performing handoffs in less controlled settings [2, 39].

The field of patient handoffs remains understudied, especially when

it comes to the evaluation and adaptation of handoff procedures

as well as educational methods and tools for healthcare students

to learn effective procedures and improve their communication

skills [12, 14, 17, 22].

2.2 Virtual Handoff Training

Recent advances in simulation-based training, in particular in the

fields of nursing and combat casualty care, leverage a variety of

technologies including audio and video, mannequins [24], hand-

off speech understanding [38], and/or virtual reality (VR) or MR

technologies [3, 11, 16, 32, 37]. Such simulation-based training ex-

periences can serve multiple purposes including the provision of

training modules for circumstances that are difficult to faithfully

reproduce in real life, which facilitates student performance im-

provement by training them in more realistic settings and providing

a safe environment to detect errors that can lead to negative patient

outcomes [25, 42].

Such simulation-based training modules that utilize MR/VR tech-

nology open opportunities for continuous and flexible exposure of

healthcare professionals to training at different stages of their edu-

cation and career due to their lower logistical difficulties as opposed

to live simulations with real healthcare professionals [26, 42]. For

instance, during an MR team-based communication skills training,

White et al. [42] identified that professional nurses did not always

communicate critical information about the patient to other virtual

team members during patient handoff; thus, emphasizing the im-

portance of utilizing such training modules in an ongoing manner.

Beyond logistical flexibility, such training modules allow health-

care professionals to adopt different points of view during their

education. For instance, Stuart et al. [37] found that participants

who observed a virtual human nurse conduct a triage assessment

felt more confident in their ability to do the same in the future.

While promising results are gained from VR/MR handoff train-

ing modules, past work emphasizes the importance of realism dur-

ing such training modules [25, 26, 35]. However, in the context

of patient handoff, simulation realism has received less attention.

Because emergency situations typically cause handoffs to occur in

chaotic environments [39], we are particularly motivated to study

the influence of environmental noise in high-stakes outdoor pa-

tient handoff scenarios where poor audibility and time pressure

can constrain the communication grounding process [7]. Previous

research has shown that simulations can cause stress in participants

related to noise and urgent events that require their response in

immersive [8–10] and non-immersive [1] settings.
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(a) Participant receiving the Handoff (b) Participant sending the Handoff

Figure 1: Participants listened to the Sender describe details about the patient and took notes. Then, they went to the Receiver

to relay all the information they captured.

3 EXPERIMENT

In this section we present our experiment evaluating the effects

of environmental noise levels on patient handoff communication,

behavior and performance. The study protocol was approved by

the institutional review board of our university.

3.1 Participants

After initial pilot tests with two professional nursing educators

and six outside members of our local university community, we

estimated the effect size of the expected strong effects, and based

on a power analysis with G* Power 3 [13], we made the decision

to recruit 21 participants from our university nursing community

(4 male and 17 female; ages between 18 and 25,𝑀 = 20.0, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.1).

All the participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and

hearing. None of the participants reported known visual or vestibu-

lar disorders, such as color or night blindness, dyschromatopsia, or

a displacement of balance. The participants were 11 pre-nursing

students, 9 nursing students, and 1 health sciences student from

our university, who responded to open calls for participation, and

received a monetary compensation for their participation.

3.2 Material

To investigate the influence of environmental noise on participants’

handoffs, we prepared an immersive virtual space consisting of a

virtual human handoff Sender, a handoff Receiver, and a virtual

environment designed together with a healthcare Subject Matter

Expert (SME) as an ecologically valuable scenario. The SME has ex-

tensive experience with both performing emergency patient hand-

offs in the field and training caregivers to perform such handoffs.

As shown in Figure 1, the environment was set in a field, with two

emergency caregivers and a helicopter to evacuate the patient.

To test the effects of audio stressors on participants, we tested

three levels of helicopter noise
1
added to the virtual environment:

• Low Noise: 36 dBA

• Medium Noise: 69 dBA

• High Noise: 75 dBA

1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RtDgTm6rn4

The High Noise decibel level was selected to sound very loud but

with care for participants’ hearing. Continuous exposure to noise

levels exceeding 85 dBA created by helicopter sounds can lead to

hearing loss [21]. Thus, we positioned our participants at a distance

from the helicopter that ensured that the volume level in our sim-

ulation averaged 75 dBA, did not require hearing protection, and

provided a substantial gap between potentially hazardous noise

levels. The Medium Noise decibel level was chosen to be 6 dBA

lower than the High Noise condition, which halved the sound pres-

sure level and halved the volume perceived by participants [41]

compared to the High Noise condition. This level was achieved by

halving the volume control of the simulation application. The Low

Noise condition was the ambient volume of our laboratory (i.e., no

sound except for the fans of various computers and projectors). We

calibrated the volume of the helicopter noise to the desired dBA

levels using a SLM25TK Sound Level Meter
2
.

3.2.1 Scenario. The SME developed four clinical vignettes related

to trauma injuries. These vignettes served as clinical backgrounds

for the handoff scenarios. Three clinical vignettes describing dif-

ferent patients and injuries were utilized in the experiment, and

a fourth vignette for training was used for training participants

in a comparable experimental trial handoff. We recorded the SME

speaking all of the handoffs with each level of noise (Low, Medium,

High) in the background while recording the dBA levels from the

Sound Level Meter. We then mixed the SME’s speech audio with

the helicopter noise at the proper level and calibrated the volume

of the speech audio from the speakers to match with the previously

recorded dBA levels. Additionally, the first, third, and fourth author

(the SME) together verified the speech audio sounded as loud as the

SME’s speech when we recorded his speech. We performed these

steps to ensure that the speech audio qualities would be realistic

for each noise level.

3.2.2 Physical Setup. The patient handoffs occurred within an im-

mersive virtual environment shown in Figure 1, surrounding the

participant on four walls of a 4m× 4m interaction space. Overhead

short throw projectors provided edge-to-edge imagery with 1080p

2
https://www.tekcoplus.com/products/slm25tk
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resolution for each wall. All four projectors were driven from a

single high-performance rendering desktop computer and a single

rendering application. The projectors displayed the virtual imagery

monoscopically. The desktop computer had an Intel Core i9-10900X

CPU, 2 NVIDIA Quadro RTX 6000 GPUs each with 24 GB of dedi-

cated RAM, and 64 GB of DDR4 system RAM. The application was

created with the Unity 2020.3.16f1 game engine. Each wall consisted

of multiple seamless floor-to-ceiling matte while panels, with two

walls also containing access doors. When closed, the matte white

doors were flush with the walls, allowing for little or no interfer-

ence of the projected imagery. Floor-level tabs provided a means

for opening the doors from within the interaction space in lieu of

handles, which would occlude or distort projected imagery.

On the back of one of the center panels in each wall, a mounted

transducer turned the entire tile into a speaker for audio output.

By connecting the four wall speakers through an amplifier to the

desktop PC, surround sound audio drivers mapped each hardware

output channel to correspond to spatial environmental audio that

matches the position/direction of the physical wall tile. The environ-

mental audio from the helicopter came from all four wall speakers

(i.e., it surrounded participants). The virtual, projected Senderwas

positioned to match the physical location of one of the wall audio

output devices, ensuring that the spatial positioning and volume for

the handoffs that participants received was as accurate as possible.

Both the Sender and Receiver rigged avatars were from the

Rocketbox library [15]. The Sender’s mouth was animated in sync

with the handoff speech audio using LipSync Pro
3
. They were

animated using a looping idle animation from Adobe Mixamo
4
.

A Vive Base Station 2.0 unit mounted in one of the upper corners

of the space allowed a Vive Tracker 3.0, attached to a cap worn by

participants, to provide the participants’ head position and orien-

tation during the handoff interactions. With a field of view of 240

degrees, the tracker provides millimeter positional accuracy and

sub-degree orientational accuracy [5].

Participant audio was recorded in .wav audio format using a

worn, wireless SAMSON XPD2 Headset
5
.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Study Design. We used a full-factorial within-subjects design

with one factor (Noise Volume) and three levels (Low Noise at

36 dBA, Medium Noise at 69 dBA, and High Noise at 75 dBA).

The Low Noise level is valuable because it served as a baseline

of running the simulation with no distracting environmental noise.

On the other hand, the High Noise level tested more realistic audio

level given the simulation’s virtual environment. At half of the

High Noise volume, we used the Medium Noise level to test how

some (but not an overwhelming amount of) environmental noise

affected handoff participants.

In total, each participant experienced one training trial at the

Low Noise level and three experimental trials (one at each of Low,

Medium, and High) while they were performing both handoff tasks

(receiving and sending) in sequence and at the same noise level.

The experimental trials were tested in randomized order.

3
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/animation/lipsync-pro-32117

4
https://www.mixamo.com/

5
http://www.samsontech.com/samson/products/wireless-systems/xpd-

series/xpd2hs/

3.3.2 Procedure. Once participants arrived, they were asked to

affirm their consent to participate in the experiment by signing

an informed consent form. Afterwards, the experimenter verbally

explained the study details and made sure that the participants un-

derstood the tasks. The experimenter explained the different noise

levels participants would experience as experimental conditions.

Participants entered the projected immersive interaction space with

the experimenter, who then introduced participants to the experi-

ment’s two virtual humans, described each virtual human’s role,

and instructed participants how to interact with them.

The first virtual human was introduced to participants as the

Sender in the handoff scenario. Participants were told the Sender

would describe a wounded patient and list the patient’s injury, the

cause of the injury, any symptoms the patient is exhibiting, and any

treatments applied to the injury. Participants were instructed to

record as much of the patient’s information as possible. Participants

were given a notebook and pen to assist with this task.

The second virtual human was introduced to participants as

the handoff Receiver. Participants were told they would need to

communicate all the information they captured from the Sender

to the Receiver. Participants could reference any notes that they

took when receiving the information. Participants were told that

they could have as much time as they needed to communicate all

the handoff details to the Receiver. Neither virtual human was

programmed to respond to participants, so all speech was one-sided

during the experimental trials.

Before the experiment, we included one practice trial so that

the participants could try out the procedure and interaction with

the virtual human. For this practice trial, we set the environmental

noise to Low. Once participants were familiar with the environment

and tasks, we started the experimental trials in random order.

After completing all conditions, they proceeded to complete a

post-questionnaire in a computer form, assessing their demograph-

ics and prior VR experience, and we asked their general perception

and preference of the environmental noise conditions as well. The

questionnaire also included an open-ended prompt asking partici-

pants to write any questions they would have asked the Sender if

given the chance. Finally, the experiment ended with a monetary

compensation.

3.4 Measures and Hypotheses

In this section, we describe the measures that we used for the

experiment as well as our hypotheses that we modeled based on

our research questions in Section 1. We collected the measures

described below for each experimental trial.

3.4.1 User Experience. It is important to understand the partici-

pants’ subjective experience to determine how well the simulation

causes a realistic experience. We applied the following user experi-

ence measures in our experimental study:

• NASA Task Load Index: Participants filled out the NASA

Task Load Index (TLX) [18] to assess their cognitive load

with sub-scales ofmental demand, physical demand, temporal
demand, effort, performance, and frustration. Each sub-scale

question was presented on a 7-point scale from 1 to 7.
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• Self-reported stress: We asked participants to report their

subjective stress level on a 7-point scale (from 1 = Not at all

stressed to 7 = Extremely stressed).

3.4.2 Performance. We measured participants’ self-assessed and

actual handoff performance. Self-assessed performance relates to

participants’ confidence in their handoff, and their actual perfor-

mance captures how well they actually did. It is important to under-

stand how environmental noise affects both of these interconnected

performance measures.

• Self-assessed performance: In a questionnaire, partici-

pants were asked to enter how much (in percentage) of

the original handoff they believe they understood from the

Sender, as well as what percentage of the original handoff

they believe they communicated to the Receiver.

• Actual performance: We transcribed participants’ hand-

off speech and scored each transcript against a rubric for

the experimental scenario. The rubric was developed by our

healthcare SME and frequent participant of medical hand-

offs. The rubric was based on the IBID handoff tool [17],

and scores were calculated for each of the tool’s domains

(Identification/Info, Background, Illness Severity, Duties).

3.4.3 Behavior. We recorded the following social behavioral mea-

sures: the distance participants were from the virtual humans, and

their speech loudness when sending the handoff. Participants’ dis-

tances to the virtual humans provide insight into how they expe-

rienced the noise level; people stand closer when communicating

in high noise environments. Participants’ speech loudness is also

linked to this experience, as they may speak louder to compensate

for higher noise levels.

• Distance to virtual humans: The Vive tracker attached

to the cap worn by participants logged their position every

frame. This data was used to calculate how close participants

stood to the virtual Sender and Receiver.

• Speech audio loudness:We analyzed participants’ audio

recordings to determine the average relative loudness of

their speech in each condition.We used the Python SoundFile

library
6
to compute the audio signal (value between−1 and 1)

for each frame of participants’ .wav speech files, which were

trimmed to include only the portion of recording when they

were sending their handoff. To arrive at an average audio

level for each recording, we then computed the root mean

square (RMS) across all audio frames in a file and converted

them to decibels relative to full scale (dB FS), which is a

standard unit of amplitude measurement for digital audio.

The maximum dB FS level read by a digital audio system is

0, and any audio louder than that level is clipped (i.e., not

read) by the system. Decibels use a logarithmic scale that

converts 50% decreases in audio loudness to a decrease in 6

dB FS. In other words, audio measured at −20 dB FS is four

times as loud as audio measured at −32 dB FS.

3.4.4 Open-ended Responses. To understand how participants per-

ceived the handoff when they received the information from the

virtual human sending the handoff, we gave them the opportunity

6
https://github.com/bastibe/python-soundfile

to type any questions or comments they would have communicated

to the Sender. This could include clarification questions, requests

for additional information, or general comments. We performed

qualitative content analysis on these responses.

3.4.5 Hypotheses. Based on related work highlighting the rele-

vance of chaotic environs to handoffs [39], and research on com-

munication noise and disruptions causing stress [1, 8, 9], reducing

performance [23], and eliciting realistic behaviors [1], we estab-

lished the following general hypotheses:

H1 Higher noise levels will cause poorer participant experience

in the form of higher task load and higher reported stress

when receiving and sending the handoff.

H2 Higher noise levels will cause reduced self-assessed and

actual handoff performance.

H3 Higher noise levels will cause participants to move nearer

to the Sender when receiving the handoff and nearer to the

Receiver when sending the handoff, as well as speak louder

when sending the handoff.

4 RESULTS

We analyzed the quantitative responses with repeated-measures

ANOVAs and Tukey multiple comparisons with Bonferroni cor-

rection at the 5% significance level. We tested the assumptions of

the parametric statistical tests. We confirmed the normality with

Shapiro-Wilk tests at the 5% level and QQ plots. Degrees of freedom

were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity

when Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity

had been violated. We only report the significant effects.

4.1 User Experience

The results for user experience are shown in Figure 2. The 𝑥-axis

of Figure 2(a) shows the NASA-TLX category. The 𝑦-axis of Fig-

ure 2(a) shows the reported NASA-TLX score. The hue of Figure 2(a)

shows theNoise Volume. The 𝑥-axis of Figure 2(b) shows theNoise

Volume. The 𝑦-axis of Figure 2(b) shows the reported stress level.

The hue of Figure 2(b) shows the Handoff Activity. The error

bars indicate the standard error.

We found a significant main effect of Noise Volume on par-

ticipants’ reported stress level, 𝐹 (2, 20) = 5.10, p = 0.01, [2𝑝 = 0.11.
Post-hoc tests revealed a significant difference in stress between the

Low (𝑀 = 4.31, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.46) and High (𝑀 = 5.24, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.57) Noise

Volume conditions; p = 0.01.
We found a significant effect of Handoff Activity on reported

stress, 𝐹 (1, 20) = 6.57, p = 0.02, [2𝑝 = 0.07. Post-hoc tests revealed a

significant difference in stress between the receiving Handoff Ac-

tivity (𝑀 = 5.16, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.38) and the sending Handoff Activity

(𝑀 = 4.56, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.73); p = 0.02. In other words, participants re-

ported significantly higher stress levels when receiving the handoff

than when sending the handoff.

We found a significant main effect of Noise Volume on the

overall task load measured by the NASA-TLX, 𝐹 (2, 20) = 16.1,
p < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.48. Post-hoc tests revealed a significant differ-

ence in the overall TLX scores between the Low (𝑀 = 4.21,

𝑆𝐷 = 0.81) and the Medium (𝑀 = 4.79, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.79) conditions,

p = 0.002; as well as between the Low and High (𝑀 = 4.92,
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Figure 2: Experimental results for User Experience: (a) NASA Task Load Index and (b) self-reported stress levels. Lower is better.

𝑆𝐷 = 0.70) conditions, p < 0.001. More specifically, there were

significant main effects of Noise Volume on the sub-scales of

mental demand, 𝐹 (2, 20) = 12.0, p < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.38, performance,
𝐹 (2, 20) = 13.2, p < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.40, and frustration, 𝐹 (2, 20) = 7.2,
p < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.26. For the mental demand sub-scale, post-hoc

tests revealed a significant difference between the Low (𝑀 = 5.00,

𝑆𝐷 = 1.30) and High (𝑀 = 6.14, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.85) conditions, p < 0.001.
For the performance sub-scale, post-hoc tests revealed a significant

difference between the Low (𝑀 = 4.48, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.29) and Medium

(𝑀 = 5.86, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.24) conditions, p < 0.001; as well as between the

Low andHigh (𝑀 = 5.95, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.02) conditions, p < 0.001. For the
frustration sub-scale, post-hoc tests revealed a significant difference
between the Low (𝑀 = 4.62, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.60) and High (𝑀 = 5.76,

𝑆𝐷 = 1.18) conditions, p < 0.001. The post-hoc tests are shown

in Figure 2(a). There were no significant effects for the physical
demand temporal demand, or effort sub-scales.

4.2 Performance

The results for handoff performance are shown in Figure 3. The

𝑥-axis in Figure 3(a) shows the Handoff Activity. The 𝑥-axis

in Figure 3(b) shows the IBID domain. The𝑦-axes show participants’

performance as percentages on the handoff rubric (Sec. 3.4.2). The

colors of the bars indicate theNoise Volume. The error bars indicate

the standard error.

Self-assessed performance was the percentage of the handoff

content participants reported understanding from the Sender in

the receiving Handoff Activity or as the percentage of the

handoff content participants reported communicating to the Re-

ceiver in the sending Handoff Activity. We found a signifi-

cant main effect of Noise Volume on participants’ self-assessed
performance, 𝐹 (2, 20) = 23.51, p < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.43. Post-hoc com-

parisons revealed significant differences in self-assessed perfor-
mance between Low (𝑀 = 54.24, 𝑆𝐷 = 23.24) and Medium

(𝑀 = 30.45, 𝑆𝐷 = 21.70); p < 0.001. Post-hoc comparisons also re-

vealed significant differences in self-assessed performance between
Low (𝑀 = 54.24, 𝑆𝐷 = 23.24) and High (𝑀 = 24.87, 𝑆𝐷 = 16.97);

p < 0.001.

We found a significant main effect of Handoff Activity on

self-assessed performance, 𝐹 (1, 20) = 10.12, p = 0.005, [2𝑝 = 0.03. Post-
hoc comparisons revealed a significant difference in self-assessed
performance between the receiving Handoff Activity (𝑀 = 39.81,

𝑆𝐷 = 25.55) and the sending Handoff Activity (𝑀 = 33.22, 𝑆𝐷 =

22.72); p = 0.005. In other words, the percentage of the original

handoff participants reported communicating was lower than the

percentage of the of the handoff they understood.

Participants’ actual performance was recorded as the percentage

of how many items they correctly communicated in each domain of

the IBID tool (i.e., Identification/Info, Background, Illness Severity,

Duties) [17].We also computed a total IBID score as the participants’

percentage of all items correctly communicated. One participant’s

audio was not recorded properly and thus could not be transcribed

and scored properly, so that participant was excluded from this

analysis.

We found a significant main effect of Noise Volume on Identi-

fication/Info scores, 𝐹 (2, 19) = 3.35, p = 0.046, [2𝑝 = 0.15. Post-hoc
comparisons revealed no significant pairwise differences.

We found a significant main effect of Noise Volume on Back-

ground scores, 𝐹 (2, 19) = 8.92, p < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.32. Post-hoc com-

parisons revealed a significant differences between the Low (𝑀 =

0.53, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.19) and Medium (𝑀 = 0.40, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.18) Noise Volume

conditions, p = 0.043; and between the Low and High (𝑀 = 0.32,

𝑆𝐷 = 0.16) conditions, p < 0.001.
We found a significant main effect of Noise Volume on Illness

scores, 𝐹 (2, 19) = 5.19, p = 0.010, [2𝑝 = 0.21. Post-hoc comparisons

revealed a significant differences between the Low (𝑀 = 0.56, 𝑆𝐷 =

0.26) and High (𝑀 = 0.39, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.22) Noise Volume conditions,

p = 0.012.
We found a significant main effect of Noise Volume on Du-

ties scores, 𝐹 (1.29, 19) = 7.73, p = 0.007, [2𝑝 = 0.29. Post-hoc compar-

isons revealed a significant differences between the Low (𝑀 = 0.33,

𝑆𝐷 = 0.41) and Medium (𝑀 = 0.10, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.21) Noise Volume

conditions, p = 0.034; and between the Low and High (𝑀 = 0.00,

𝑆𝐷 = 0.00) conditions, p = 0.001.
We found a significant main effect of Noise Volume on all

IBID scores averaged, 𝐹 (2, 19) = 10.0, p < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.35. Post-hoc
comparisons revealed a significant differences between the Low
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Figure 3: Results of the experiment for (a) self-assessed and (b) actual performance. Higher is better.
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Figure 4: Results of the experiment for participants’ proxemics and speech behavior during the handoffs.

(𝑀 = 0.58, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.19) and Medium (𝑀 = 0.44, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.16) Noise

Volume conditions, p = 0.014; and between the Low and High

(𝑀 = 0.37, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.16) conditions, p < 0.001.

4.3 Behavior

The results for handoff behaviors are shown in Figure 4. The 𝑥-axes

show the Noise Volume. In Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b), the 𝑦-axes

show the distance in meters between the participant and the virtual

human projected in the MR simulation. In Figure 4(c), the 𝑦-axis

shows the decibels relative to full scale (dB FS), where 0 dB FS is

the maximum possible digital audio level. The colors of the bars

indicate the Noise Volume condition. The error bars indicate the

standard error.

We performed a paired samples t-test to compare the distance

participants stood to the virtual humans at different points in time.

We recorded distance to virtual human as the distance between the

participant and the relevant virtual human in each handoff phase.

In the receiving phase, distance to virtual human was the distance

between the participant and the Sender at the end of the Sender’s

speech. In the sending phase, distance to virtual human was the

distance between the participant and the Receiver at the end of the

participant’s speech. There was a significant difference in distance
to virtual human between the receiving phase (M = 1.59m, SD = 0.56

m) and the sending phase (M = 1.40 m, SD = 0.37 m); t(59) = −2.6,

p = 0.012. In other words, participants stood closer to the virtual

human at the end of receiving the handoff compared to sending the

handoff.

When sending the handoff, we found a significant main effect

of Noise Volume on distance to virtual human, 𝐹 (2, 19) = 4.23,
p = 0.022, [2𝑝 = 0.182. Post-hoc comparisons revealed a significant

difference between the Low (𝑀 = 1.51, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.29) and Medium

(𝑀 = 1.27, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.31) Noise Volume conditions, p = 0.022.
We found a significant difference in the change in participants’

distance to the Sender over the course of receiving the handoff (M

= −0.19 m, SD = 0.27 m) and the change in participants’ distance to

the Receiver over the course of sending the handoff (M = 0.07 m,

SD = 0.30 m); t(59) = −4.57, p < 0.001. In other words, participants

moved closer to the Sender while receiving the handoff compared

to moving farther from the Receiver while sending the handoff.

We found a significant main effect of Noise Volume on

the loudness of participants’ speech when sending the handoff,

𝐹 (2, 19) = 58.59, p < 0.001, [2𝑝 = 0.755. Post-hoc comparisons re-

vealed significant differences between the Low (𝑀 = −41.10,
𝑆𝐷 = 4.60) and Medium (𝑀 = −37.48, 𝑆𝐷 = 4.65) Noise Volume

conditions, p < 0.001; between the Low and High (𝑀 = −35.61,
𝑆𝐷 = 4.30) conditions, p < 0.001; and between the Medium and

High conditions, p = 0.003.
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4.4 Qualitative Results

Participants’ responses to the open-ended question, “Would you

have asked any questions after hearing the handoff to clarify what

you heard or understood? If yes, what would you have asked?”

(Sec. 3.4) were analyzed using the thematic analysis approach [6].

After reading the responses to get familiarized with the data, one

author coded the data and discussed the codes with the first author

after every iteration. Afterwards the codes were grouped into two

conceptual themes. To focus our efforts on our primary question, we

only analyzed the responses that were in the scope of the original

question, which is an accepted approach in thematic analysis [6].

The thematic analysis of our participants’ open-ended responses

revealed two themes pertaining to their experience of how ambient

noise influenced their information understanding and their per-

ceived difficulty. Table 1 presents our codebook and the number of

codes per condition. In some cases, a response by a participant con-

tributed to more than one code or to one code multiple times. All

of our participants at least mentioned one point that contributed

to our observations of differences or similarities in information

understanding across conditions and helped us to identify less com-

mon occurrences that may be valuable to include when it comes to

assessment of novice learners’ performance.

Information understanding is sometimes affected by ambient noise.
For all conditions, we observed that many of our participants asked

for specific topics within the handoff to be repeated or clarified

(e.g., P1: “where was the wound? ...is she responsive?”). However,

explaining this pattern is difficult, as our measures could not dis-

tinguish between the specific question referring to the only thing

the participants heard or the only thing they did not hear. Also, we

noticed a few instances where participants asked for information

that was not given in the handoff, which may be indicative of their

engagement or curiosity such as the response below:

P22: “Yes, I would ask again of where the 22 year

old was located. Since I heard she was wounded but

wasn’t sure if he wanted me to tell my partner where

to find her to help with her wounds.”

As our participants were novice learners we expected that even

the Low condition may introduce some difficulty for them, which is

supported by the five instances of participants asking for a full/part

redo in the Low condition. However, we observed a consistent

increase in such requests in Medium and High conditions (nine

instances), which suggests that after a certain level of ambient noise

the difficulty in information understanding reached a ceiling effect

(e.g., P5: “Yes, I would ask him to repeat everything he said”).

Additionally, we observed a few instances mostly in the Low con-

dition where participants wanted to read back what they recorded

to the Sender, indicating their desire to ensure that they did not

miss anything (e.g., P7: “...I would also repeat what I heard to ensure

that I wasn’t missing anything”). This observation emphasizes mu-

tual understanding between handoff participants, which has been

shown to be important for improving handoff quality [27].

Last, we noted two instances of participants asking questions

as a result of mishearing parts of the handoff, which suggests the

importance of training scenarios where participants can get used

to fast-paced and high-stakes handoff situations.

Table 1: Codebook for thematic analysis of open-ended verbal

responses in the experiment.

Themes Code: Definition Off Medium High

Information

understanding

is sometimes

affected by

ambient noise

Within: number of re-

sponses about the repeat or

clarification of specific de-

tails that were given during

the handoff (e.g., vital signs,

treatment)

12 9 14

Additional: number of re-

sponses about related de-

tails that were not given

during the handoff (e.g.,

progression of symptoms)

2 1 2

Redo: asking for the

whole handoff or topic

(un)specific parts of the

handoff to be repeated (e.g.,

repeat everything, repeat

treatment and symptoms)

5 9 9

Read back: asking for the

opportunity to read back

the handoff to the Sender

4 1 1

Misheard: asking for infor-

mation that resulted from

mishearing the handoff

0 2 0

Articulation

of perceived

difficulty was

slightly more

in the presence

of ambient

noise

Difficulty: any explicit

mention of experiencing

difficulty (e.g., struggling

to hear, barely understand)

0 2 4

Articulation of perceived difficulty was slightly more in the presence
of ambient noise. We noted six instances across four participants

who explicitly noted experiencing difficulty in understanding the

handoff in conditions were ambient noise was added to the experi-

ence. For instance one of our participants mentioned:

P8: “I could barely understand anything because of the

background noise so I would’ve needed everything to

be repeated”

While this was not a common occurrence, for novice learners

it can be valuable to understand the exact reason why their per-

formance may be lower (e.g., not hearing vs. not remembering) to

appropriately support their learning experience.

5 DISCUSSION

Our experiment revealed several effects related to participants’

handoff experience and noise levels. First, we found that the volume

of noise in the virtual environment impacts participants’ handoff

experience in terms of stress and task load. We also found that

Noise Volume affects participants’ self-assessed and actual handoff

performance. Last, we found that participants allowed different

interpersonal distance between themselves and the virtual humans

depending on Noise Volume.
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5.1 Noise Volume Impacts Handoff Experience

Noise Volume significantly affected participants’ reported stress

levels, and there was a significant difference in their stress levels

between the Low and High conditions. That participants reported

more stress with louder helicopter noise suggests the helicopter

noise had a realistic effect on the handoff experience. Additionally,

participants experienced more stress when receiving the handoff

than when sending the handoff. This suggests that the helicopter

noise affected participants more when they were trying to gather

information from the handoff Sender. A limitation of our study

is that we measured stress levels with a single question rather

than a more complete questionnaire (e.g., [29]). Participants also

experienced higher task load throughout the receiving and send-

ing of the handoff (as measured by the NASA TLX questionnaire)

when the helicopter noise volume was atMedium or High levels.

They experienced different scores specifically in themental demand,
performance, and frustration sub-scales of the NASA TLX.

Participants also reported wanting the Sender to repeat parts of

or the entire handoff, or wanting to read back what they gathered

from the handoff to the Sender to make sure they captured im-

portant details. However, they could not interact with the Sender,

which may have prevented them from feeling as though they could

reach a mutual understanding with the handoff Sender and es-

tablish a common ground [7, 27]. Additionally, the handoff task’s

configuration of the Sender offloading the entire handoff to the

Receiver could have contributed to the stressful scenario. Indeed,

a typical strategy for communication grounding when receiving a

large amount of information to be recalled verbatim is to break up

the information into installments [7]. While emergency situations

present fewer opportunities to clarify information during the hand-

off [4, 34, 40], future MR handoff simulators should provide some

level of interactivity between participants and virtual humans to

support a more realistic experience.

5.2 Noise Volume Affects Handoff Performance

Noise Volume also affected participants’ self-assessed and actual

performance. Participants reported what percentage of the handoff

they both understood from the Sender and communicated to the

Receiver. Higher noise levels decreased participants’ scores in both

of these performance measures, which are expected and realistic

results. Interestingly, doubling the volume of the helicopter noise

did not significantly affect participants’ handoff experience; there

were no significant differences in stress, task load, or performance

between theMedium and High Noise Volume conditions. In other

words, the introduction of noise (regardless of its volume) that

obfuscated the Sender’s speech was sufficient to cause stress and

performance degradation in handoff participants, and the loudest

noise did not exacerbate these effects.

5.3 Interpersonal Distance and Voice Level

Depend on Noise Volume and Handoff Role

When helicopter noise was added to the virtual environment, par-

ticipants complained about the Sender not coming close enough

to them and not speaking loud enough when the participants were

receiving the handoffs. This caused participants to move closer to

the Sender when receiving the handoff. Interestingly, when it was

the participants’ turn to send the handoff, they remained farther

away from the Receiver and even moved farther away over the

course of their handoff. This behavior may be explained by the

different levels of stress participants reported when sending and

receiving the handoffs: they felt more stress when receiving the

handoff because they experienced difficulty hearing or recording all

the handoff details, which resulted in moving closer to the Sender.

Sending the handoff to the Receiver did not cause as much stress,

so participants did not feel the need to compensate for the hand-

off difficulty by moving closer. An alternative explanation for this

behavior is that participants moved away from the noise source

and not necessarily the Receiver when sending the handoff, and

they did not feel like moving closer to the Receiver would help the

Receiver hear the handoff better. Future studies might examine

how more realistic interactivity with the Receiver would affect

this behavior. Additionally, when sending the handoff, participants

spoke louder depending on the Noise Volume, suggesting that

participants felt a realistic need to compensate for louder envi-

ronmental noise with their speech but not necessarily with their

proximity to the Receiver. Handoff training not only serves to

ensure that practitioners perform better in communicating handoff

information (the “what"), but also in reducing their cognitive load

and adopting behaviors that make it easier for receivers to capture

the information (the “how"). Our MR handoff simulation caused

expected results in both of these dimensions, which suggests it may

be a useful tool in training and studying handoff communication

in emergency settings.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an MR simulation of a patient handoff

that simulated different levels of environmental noise. Errors in

handoff communication can result in poor patient outcomes, so it

is important to train handoff participants effectively. Emergency

situations introduce additional duress to handoff communication,

such as chaotic environs (e.g., increased environmental noise). To

test how environmental noise affected participants’ handoff experi-

ence, performance, and behaviors, we conducted a human-subjects

experimental design study (𝑁 = 21) using our MR simulation. We

found that increased environmental noise increased participants’

stress and task load, and decreased their self-assessed and actual

performance. The noise also caused participants to stand closer

to the handoff sender than the receiver, and speak louder when

sending their handoff. We discussed how our results are valuable

for understanding patient handoffs, as well as implications for the

development of other MR handoff simulations.
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